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Abstract—This paper presents a Bayesian hierarchical model to estimate the spatial-temporal photovoltaic potential in residential areas. The proposed model offers a probabilistic approach that uses technical criteria of planners and favorable socioeconomic conditions for installing photovoltaic systems. Thus, the inhabitants’ distrust of the photovoltaic solar energy choice is modeled via random distributions. The results are a spatial database that allows the creation of thematic maps to visualize the spatial distribution of photovoltaic potential in cities’ residential areas for each year of the planning horizon. The proposed methodology was applied to a medium-sized city in Brazil. Maps which came from the application show the subareas with higher photovoltaic potential, where a range of impacts could appear on the distribution networks. Therefore, the results can contribute to multiscenario planning and operation studies of low- and medium-voltage networks performed by utility companies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE increasing cost of power generation in countries dependent on fossil fuels, as well as international agreements for reducing its negative environmental impact, have motivated the search for alternative energy sources [1], [2]. One attractive alternative source is photovoltaic (PV) power generation in residential areas, as the price of PV systems is dropping, and residential consumers who choose this type of energy source are paying special tariffs, as observed in Japan [3] and Australia [4].

Most methods of estimating PV potential in urban areas have focused on the determination of the roof’s area where solar panels are frequently installed [5]–[9]. Other approaches, in addition, have developed an economic analysis to determine the domiciles with economic eligibility for installing PV systems [10], [11]. In general, the aim is to compute the PV power generation potential of a large area, such as a city, state or country, while ignoring the uncertainty of inhabitants in the decision-making process to invest in this new technology. These methods also provide a class of optimistic scenarios where all inhabitants, with favorable economic conditions and with available area for installation, can choose this new technology. The provided class of optimistic scenario has little information for multi-scenario planning studies of distribution systems [12].

Due to the insertion of new technologies, distribution planners are actually performing multi-scenario planning studies to take into account changes in electrical consumption patterns through the modeling of uncertainties that may occur in future plans. In this planning class, several types of scenarios should be created [12]. Therefore, the motivation of this work aims to aid the multi-scenario planning by characterizing the inhabitants’ distrust of the photovoltaic solar energy choice.

In this way, the proposed work aims to model this type of uncertainty through a probabilistic approach. The estimation is done using subareas in order to locally evaluate the potential of PV power generation, identifying the subareas with higher PV potential. Thus, the potential calculated by the proposal provides support in the analysis of possible local impacts on medium- and low-voltage distribution networks. Networks with high values of PV potential have a high possibility of a reverse power flow occurring, which could result in a voltage rise in a period of low load [13], [14], as well as in malfunction of protection relays on distribution networks [15].

In the scope of probabilistic methodologies, hierarchical Bayesian models have been applied in several knowledge areas, such as epidemiology [16] and ecology [17], in order to improve the estimating process of growth rates with spatial and temporal variation within urban areas. Because of the similar behavior of growth rates and the spatial distribution and temporal variations of factors that influence the choice of inhabitants to install photovoltaic systems, hierarchical Bayesian models can also improve the estimating of PV potential in residential areas. Furthermore, Bayesian models allow the use of technical knowledge and planners experience in the estimating process of growth rate. In the estimation of photovoltaic potential, technical knowledge can help to better characterize the study zone by incorporating information of the acceptance of new technologies and energy consumption patterns of consumers.
During the spatial estimation of PV potential, input data are necessarily aggregated per subarea. The extension of a subarea may vary depending on divisions created by the municipal urban planning department of each city or the demographic surveying agency of each country. In general, this demographic information is in the public domain and is aggregated to census tracts [18]; therefore, in this paper, it is assumed that all information is aggregated to census tracts or subareas. On the other hand, temporal estimation characterizes the evolution of factors that can influence the choice of inhabitants to install PV systems in their homes during each year of the study period.

A. Contributions

The proposal to estimate the spatial distribution of PV potential in residential areas and its evolution over time is undertaken in an innovative fashion, with a probabilistic focus through a hierarchical Bayesian model. The main contributions of the proposed method are explained below.

The proposed model permits creating PV penetration scenarios, considering factors that influence the inhabitants’ choice of installing the PV systems. Such scenarios providing information about the changes in electrical consumption patterns that may occur in future plans.

The results of the proposal are a spatial database useful for creating tables and/or thematic maps with more of the major spatial resolution than previous similar methodologies. This resolution permits easily identifying residential subareas with high values of PV potential, where there is high probability of distribution networks being negatively impacted.

The characterization of the growth of the PV potential helps the distribution planners in the definition of the investments or reinforcements that must be realized in the electrical networks, facilitating efficient long term investment.

The results obtained with the proposed methodology indicate that despite the mean PV penetration in the study area is small, less than 1%, problems of loadability and voltage on low voltage networks can arise in micro areas of the study zone.

B. Work Organization

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, a review of previous works about the PV potential estimation is performed. In Section III, the proposed methodology is presented, specifying input data and its spatial-temporal variation within the Bayesian inference process that is used to estimate PV potential. Moreover, details of this inference are explained in order to show how external disturbances might change the decision-making of inhabitants regarding whether to install PV systems. Results obtained from applying the proposed methodology to a medium-sized city are shown in Section IV, as well as a discussion comparing PV potential computed using the proposed methodology and other methodologies. Also shown is how the results of PV potential could be used to assess the impact of PV potential on the distribution networks. Finally, in Section V conclusions are presented.

II. PV POTENTIAL ESTIMATION

Several studies have been performed about the PV potential estimation of solar panels installed on roofs without taking into account the socioeconomic characteristics [5]–[9]. Factors commonly considered in this estimation include: solar radiation, usable roof area and PV system efficiency. To estimate the usable roof area, remote sensing techniques were employed in order to obtain aerial photogrammetric data, which are processed using tools of geographic information systems (GIS). The spatial resolution in these cases generally is limited to buildings, neighborhoods or districts [5], [6]. The usable roof area was also estimated using information about the number of residential buildings and statistical data, in [7]–[9] where the spatial resolutions were states, regions or a country. Furthermore, the results of previous studies provided little [5], [6] or much generalized information [7]–[9], which is insufficient to make decisions in multi-scenario planning of distribution systems.

Because of the PV system cost, which can limit the number of domiciles for choosing this type of energy source, inhabitants’ socioeconomic characteristics were taken into account, as in [10] and [11]. This consideration permitted determining domiciles with economic eligibility for installing PV systems and obtaining the PV potential in a large area. Nonetheless, a modeling of the inhabitants’ uncertainty in the decision-making process of whether to invest in this new technology was not considered.

In order to better characterize the PV potential at the level of small subareas, this work presents a probabilistic model that considers the technical knowledge of the planners and the socioeconomic characteristic of the inhabitants.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

For an urban zone that has I subareas or census tracts, the proposed method estimates PV potential in each ith subarea (i = 1, 2, . . . , I) for each jth year (j = 1, 2, . . . , T) using (1).

\[
\Psi_{ij} = H_{ij} \eta_i S_{ij} p_{ij}
\]

(1)

Where \( \Psi_{ij} \) is the PV potential (kW); \( H_{ij} \), the maximum solar radiation level throughout the year (kW/m²); \( \eta_i \), the total conversion efficiency of PV systems; \( S_{ij} \), the usable area on roofs (m²); and \( p_{ij} \), the probabilities that inhabitants will install PV systems. The initial values for the first year of the study, \( H_{1i} \), \( \eta_i \) and \( S_{1i} \), are proposed as input data and can be considered as constant in medium-term planning horizons, while they must be inserted as a time series for long-term planning.

The \( p_{ij} \) values characterize the uncertainties of inhabitants for installing PV systems. The Bayesian inference mechanism that employs technical knowledge and socioeconomic data is used to obtain a probability curve for the \( p_{ij} \) values. A simulation based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method [19], [20] is performed to determine the expected \( p_{ij} \) value. This \( p_{ij} \) value is the average value of the probability curve, which quantifies the possibility of installing the PV system.

The result of the proposed methodology is a spatial database that can be manipulated in GIS to obtain tables and/or thematic maps for aiding planners in the decision-making process of distribution planning studies.

A. Input Data

Similarly to methods available in the literature, the proposed method considers the following as input data: solar radiation level, total conversion efficiency of PV systems, and the usable area on roofs for installing solar panels. Moreover, the use of
socioeconomic data enhances the characterization of the population with favorable socioeconomic conditions for installing PV systems. All of the above information must be aggregated into census tracts.

The solar radiation level can be obtained using measuring instruments like radiometers, pyranometers and pyrheliometers, or through mathematical models [21].

Manufacturers using standard conditions specify the efficiency of solar panels. Performance rate should be considered due to factors that can reduce the efficiency of PV systems, e.g., dust on solar panels or the PV system being exposed to adverse environmental conditions and/or the system being installed differently from manufacturer specifications [5], [7]. Thus, the total conversion efficiency of PV systems can be calculated as the product of efficiency of the solar panels and performance rate [7].

The usable area on roofs can be calculated through remote sensing techniques and geographic information systems. However, in the absence of information to assess these techniques, the usable area can be determined as the product of the number of domiciles, their average area, and a roof utilization factor for PV systems [7], [8].

B. Calculation of Installation Probabilities of PV Systems

Installation probabilities, \( p_{ij} \), characterize inhabitants’ uncertainties for installing PV systems. This uncertainty is influenced by the inhabitants’ behavior in neighboring subareas and by socioeconomic conditions for installing PV systems.

The spatial distribution of socioeconomic characteristics is generally heterogeneous because of different economic activities performed in urban areas [22], [23]. Thus, heterogeneous spatial distribution is expected in installing probabilities of PV systems. Moreover, price dropping of PV system components over time will make new families eligible to install PV systems, contributing to the increase in number of installed PV systems for each year of the planning horizon. Simultaneously, factors such as distrust of PV power generation should decrease over time due to marketing campaigns advocating its advantages.

In a Bayesian approach, the probability distribution curve of a parameter of interest is determined using two probability functions known as likelihood and prior probability. These functions are obtained from the available information and adjustment techniques for probability distribution curves, such as techniques explained in [19], [20].

The number of domiciles with favorable socioeconomic conditions for installing PV systems (candidate domiciles) in each census tract determines the likelihood function. Technical knowledge or experience of planners about the inhabitants’ behavior for installing PV systems supports prior probability. Application of the Bayesian inference process yields a probability distribution curve, which is known as posterior probability. An MCMC simulation is performed to determine the most likely distribution with mean \( \theta \) and diagonal matrix of variances \( \Sigma_\theta \), that is indicated in (4).

In subarea \( i \), just two types of behavior are expected by inhabitants in the \( n_i \) domiciles: or they decide to install the PV systems or they decide to do not install. Furthermore, the inhabitants’ probability for installing the PV systems was denoted as \( p_i \). In this circumstances, the number of candidate domiciles, \( y_i \), from the set of \( n_i \) domiciles is modeled using a binomial distribution [24] that is indicated in (4).

In subarea \( i \), just two types of behavior are expected by inhabitants in the \( n_i \) domiciles: or they decide to install the PV systems or they decide to do not install. Furthermore, the inhabitants’ probability for installing the PV systems was denoted as \( p_i \). In this circumstances, the number of candidate domiciles, \( y_i \), from the set of \( n_i \) domiciles is modeled using a binomial distribution [24] that is indicated in (4).

In subarea \( i \), just two types of behavior are expected by inhabitants in the \( n_i \) domiciles: or they decide to install the PV systems or they decide to do not install. Furthermore, the inhabitants’ probability for installing the PV systems was denoted as \( p_i \). In this circumstances, the number of candidate domiciles, \( y_i \), from the set of \( n_i \) domiciles is modeled using a binomial distribution [24] that is indicated in (4).

In subarea \( i \), just two types of behavior are expected by inhabitants in the \( n_i \) domiciles: or they decide to install the PV systems or they decide to do not install. Furthermore, the inhabitants’ probability for installing the PV systems was denoted as \( p_i \). In this circumstances, the number of candidate domiciles, \( y_i \), from the set of \( n_i \) domiciles is modeled using a binomial distribution [24] that is indicated in (4).

\[
\ln \left( \frac{p_i}{1 - p_i} \right) = x_i' \theta + \phi_i
\]

Where \( x_i = (1, x_{i1}, \ldots, x_{im}) \) is a vector containing the socioeconomic characteristics that are considered influential in the values of \( y_i \), \( m \) is the number of socioeconomic characteristics considered, \( \theta = (\theta_0, \theta_1, \ldots, \theta_m)' \) is a vector of weight parameters of \( x_i \) values, and \( \phi_i \) is a random component of spatial effects that takes into account the influence of neighboring subareas on the behavior of inhabitants in the \( i \)th subarea for installing PV systems. This influence has a stochastic character, which can’t be modeled by the \( x_i \theta \) regression component.

In Bayesian model, all parameters are represented by probability distributions [16]. Thus, the multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean \( \xi_\theta \) and diagonal matrix of variances \( \Sigma_\theta \), indicated in (6), can characterize the \( \theta \) parameters in conserva-
distribution indicated in (2) for the construction of a Markov chain. The simulation process is divided into two stages. In the first stage, an initial number of samples ensures that the Markov chain converges to the form of the posterior distribution \( f(p | y) \). This stage is known as the burn-in period of the chain. Then, in the second stage, the remaining samples are used to approximate the expected value of \( f(p | y) \), using the Monte Carlo integration. Algorithms to perform this simulation as well as its convergence criteria are detailed in [27].

C. Calculation of PV Potential

PV potential in each \( i \)th subarea \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, I)\) is calculated for each \( j \)th year \((j = 1, 2, \ldots, T)\) of the planning horizon using the flowchart shown in Fig. 2. Input data represent the maximum solar radiation level \((H_{1})\), total conversion efficiency of PV systems \((\eta_{1})\), usable area for installing solar panels \((S_{1})\), the total number of domiciles \((n_{i})\), the initial number of candidate domiciles for installing PV systems \((y_{i})\), socioeconomic variables \((x_{i})\), the parameters of the probability distributions \( f(\theta) \), \( f(\tau^{2}) \) and \( f(\rho) \), the binary neighborhood matrix \( W \), the total number of samples and the amount samples needed for to reach the convergence of the chain (burn-in period).

The proposed algorithm has five steps:

1) Step 1: the fixed and random components of the regression model shown in (5) are set. The fixed component is set by specifying the socioeconomic variables of the regression model and parameters of the probability distribution \( f(\theta) \) indicated in (6). The random component is calculated according to (8), where the binary neighborhood matrix \( W \) and the parameters of the probability distributions \( f(\tau^{2}) \) and \( f(\rho) \) are used;

2) Step 2: the likelihood function, \( f(y | p) \), of the number of candidate domiciles for installing PV systems is determined by (3) and (4), using the input data \( n_{i} \) and \( y_{i} \);

3) Step 3: from the steps 1 and 2, the product \( f(y | p) f(p) \) of the posterior probability, \( f(p | y) \), indicated in (2), is calculated.

4) Step 4: the expected value of installation probabilities, \( p_{i} \), are obtained by the MCMC simulation using the product \( f(y | p) f(p) \) calculated in step 3. The total number of samples and the amount samples needed for to reach the convergence of the chain (burn-in period) are considered in this step;

5) Step 5: PV potential \((\Psi_{i})\) is calculated using (1), considering the installation probabilities obtained in step 4 and the input data \( H_{1}, \eta_{1} \) and \( S_{1} \).

The proposed algorithm stops when the time step reaches the number of years of the planning horizon (stop criterion). When this criterion is met, the photovoltaic potential is calculated. The proposed algorithm to estimate the PV potential can be implemented using any statistical software such as R [28], OpenBUGS [29], or Stan [30].

IV. APPLICATION STUDY

Spatial-temporal analysis of PV potential was evaluated for a city from the southeastern region of Brazil that has approximately 200,000 inhabitants. Information on the city’s socioeconomic characteristics is aggregated into 301 census tracts or subareas, originating from a national census performed in 2010 by the Geography and Statistic Brazilian Institute [18].
The chosen planning horizon is medium-term and comprises three years (2017, 2018 and 2019).

The estimation of PV potential per subarea and analysis year is obtained using the proposed algorithm. The maximum solar radiation level \( (H_i) \) is 0.774 kW/m² [21]; total conversion efficiency of the PV systems \( (\eta_{11}) \) is 12.3% [7]. The calculation of usable area on roofs \( (S_{11}) \) considers only house-type domiciles and was calculated according to [7] with information provided by [31] and [32].

Calculation of installation probabilities \( (p_{ij}) \) uses the flowchart shown in Fig. 2. Household income level and home occupancy condition (owned or rented) were the chosen socioeconomic variables \( (x_i) \) because they are very influential in the decision of inhabitants regarding PV system installation. Although we have used two variables in the presented application, other variables can be added according to the planner experience or requirements of case in study, creating, thus, other classes of penetration scenarios. This information, together with data on the total number of homes per subarea \( (n_i) \), was obtained from [31].

Information on the initial number of candidate domiciles for installing PV systems \( (y_i) \) was obtained using an insertion analysis of new technology in the houses of the 301 census tracts. Three analysis scenarios (conservative, moderate and accelerated) and two tariff incentive schemes (net metering and feed-in) were considered in the above-mentioned insertion analysis, where a conservative setting under the net metering scheme represents the current scenario in the study city. Characteristics of analysis scenarios are indicated in the Appendix.

This application was implemented using the statistical software R [28] despite the proposed hierarchical Bayesian model can be implemented in any statistical software. Values used for \( \lambda_0 \) and \( \Sigma_0 \) were 0 and 1000, respectively. A value of 0.001 was used for scale and shape parameters of the inverse-gamma distribution \( \tau^2 \phi \), while the domain of uniform distribution \( \rho_\phi \) was the interval \([0–1]\). The above values were chosen experimentally for reducing the impact of hyper parameters on estimations, [16] and [17], while offers a quickly convergence of the MCMC simulation. The number of samples and the burn-in period were experimentally set in 10000 and 2000, respectively. Computational time spent was approximately 7 seconds for each simulation.

The input data used in the application considers the experience of the incentives to renewable energy sources made in several countries. This input data results in a scenario class that replicates penetration values of PV systems in Brazil. However, if planners have another criterion or need to perform another class of analysis, then other information should be used.

A. Results

The \( \Psi_{ij} \) values obtained using the proposed method are represented in thematic maps in order to make the identification of the subareas with higher PV potential values easier. The calculated values are grouped in five spans that are represented by a color scale. The subareas with higher values are represented by the color orange, while subareas with lower values are shown in pink. Subareas in white were not considered in the estimation process, as information necessary to make the calculations was non-existent.

Under the net metering scheme, significant PV potential was not observed in most subareas for any analysis scenarios. This behavior was also observed for the conservative, moderate scenarios under the feed-in scheme, indicating that under these tariff conditions, PV system prices and incentives, hardly any households would be interested in this generation technology. However, in a scenario of greater incentives in subsidies and tariffs, like an accelerated one under the feed-in scheme, significant generation potentials are observed in some subareas, as
The observed spatial distribution of PV potential follows the expected heterogeneity, with higher values in the central and southern regions of the city in which a large quantity of high-income homes are located.

Due to the price of PV system components decreasing over time, new families will decide to install PV systems. This is observed by comparing Figs. 3, 4 and 5 in which the color of the subareas within the black color circumference become progressively more orange. However, such differences are small due both to the price of the local energy that is relatively low and the PV systems price that is relatively high in Brazil, limiting thus the feasibility of this type of project. The subarea with the highest value of PV has a potential of 144 kW for the year 2019 and is enclosed by a blue color circumference in Figs. 3–5.

For verification purposes, it was considered the estimation of the PV potential performed in the work [33] for a large area: the Southeastern region of Brazil with approximately 80 million of inhabitants. The PV penetration for the accelerated scenario set in [33] was estimated in 0.35% for the year 2019. The same above scenario was considered for estimating the PV penetration in the study area and the proposed methodology was used. The mean penetration obtained for the study city resulted in 0.87% for the year 2019. Both works found a very small penetration, less than 1%, but the proposed methodology by small areas identifies that some subareas may require more detailed studies. The above results show the importance of a local estimative (by small areas) of the PV potential during the impact analysis on the distribution network.

B. PV Penetration Scenarios

For the purpose of confrontation information in different PV penetration scenarios, spatial distribution of PV potential in the city for the year 2019 was calculated using two preview methodologies different from the one proposed. The first of these methodologies (MAX) does not take into account the inhabitants’ socioeconomic characteristics, which limit the investment in this type of project. Thus, this methodology considers in its PV potential estimation process that the solar panels will be installed throughout the usable area on roofs [7]. The result obtained with this methodology is shown in Fig. 6. The maximum PV potential observed in the subareas was 1262 kW.

In Fig. 6, most of the subareas have higher PV potential than those obtained using the proposed Bayesian model showed in Fig. 5.

The other methodology (PRE) takes into account socioeconomic characteristics of the families, but not the uncertainty of the inhabitants for installing PV systems [10]. The result of this methodology is shown in Fig. 7. The maximum PV potential found in the subareas was 354 kW.

In Fig. 7, the subareas that appear with the highest estimated PV potentials correspond to those of Fig. 5, provided by the proposed method (BAY), but with different values of PV potential. There are also significant differences in subareas that have intermediate values.

A comparison of the results obtained by all three methods (MAX, PRE and BAY) is shown in Table I.
Comparison of results reveals the importance of properly considering socioeconomic variables and modeling the inhabitants’ uncertainties in each area of the utility concession. In Table I, it is observed that global generation potential on the roofs of residences in the entire city is 150.82 MW, but just 6.53 MW emerge with economic evaluation of interest, and this potential can be reduced to 2.35 MW after evaluating the population’s installation probabilities. Thus, the proposed method provides more conservative results on the amount of energy available to be generated in the city using PV systems.

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Total PV (MW)</th>
<th>Number of subareas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV &gt; 300 kW</td>
<td>PV &gt; 150 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>150.82</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAY</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Currently, the development of the PV technology is in an initial phase in Brazil, with few PV systems installed throughout the country. Therefore, values indicated in Table I show that the estimations obtained using the proposed model are more conservative than the estimations obtained by [7] or [10], where all available area can be used in the installation of photovoltaic panels or inhabitants with favorable economic conditions can choose the photovoltaic solar energy. A conservative scenario provides useful information to planners in the characterization of possible events that may occur in the future plans of distribution utilities with less impact on the elements of the electrical network than the optimistic scenarios.

**C. Impact of PV Potential on Distribution Networks**

Results, from a Brazilian city and obtained by the proposed method, can be used to assess the impact of the PV potential on the distribution networks. For this goal, the estimated PV potential by the proposed methodology must be associated to the distribution transformers. Then, a power flow calculation can be simulated on the distribution networks in order to observe the voltage impact. Two steps could be followed to perform the analysis of voltage impact in a low-voltage network:

1) **Step 1**: because each subarea can have more than one distribution transformer, the estimated PV potential must be associated with these transformers;

2) **Step 2**: a power flow is performed in the low-voltage network of the distribution transformers. In this power flow, the consumers’ demands and the PV generation must be considered.

For exemplification purposes, the subarea enclosed by the blue color circumference on the map of PV potential shown in Fig. 5 (for the year 2019) is considered. This subarea has the highest PV potential in the studied area. It was chosen because subareas with high PV potential have more probability to present a negative voltage impact. A more detailed view of this subarea is shown in Fig. 8.

This subarea is a residential subarea and it has 19 distribution transformers (labeled from DT-01 to DT-19 and indicated in
Fig. 9. Load curve on the transformer and PV generation for the year 2019.

Fig. 10. Voltage profile on customer 8.

red in Fig. 8) which majorly has rated powers of 30 kVA and 45 kVA. The DT-05 transformer was chosen for analysis purposes of voltage impact. Electrical characteristics of the DT-05 transformer are: 30 kVA, 11.4/0.22 kV. The low-voltage feeder of the DT-05 transformer fed 20 consumers. The consumers are fed using the phase conductor and neutral conductor, that is, to a nominal voltage of 127 V.

To associate the estimated PV potential with the transformers in the subarea, it was considered that the PV systems have a nominal power of 4 kW. Then, the number of PV systems in the subarea was calculated by dividing the PV potential of the subarea and the nominal power of the PV systems. Finally, this quantity of PV systems was associated with each transformer using a roulette technique.

The power flow calculation was performed considering the demand curve of the consumers and the PV generation associated with the DT-05 transformer for the year 2019. The load curve on this transformer and the generated power by the PV systems according to the method BAY, MAX and PRE are shown in Fig. 9.

After simulations, it was observed that customer 8 presented greater variation on the voltage profile. This variation is shown in Fig. 10, where, the green lines indicate the operation limits, which are $\pm 5\%$ of the nominal voltage (127 V). The voltage obtained considering the PV potentials above mentioned are represented by the black, red and blue lines, respectively. The dashed line represents the voltage when the connection of the PV systems is not considered.

From the results it can be observed that the estimation methods of the PV potential indicate different situations of voltage impact on the network. Thus, optimistic estimations of the PV potential will have a greater impact on the network than a conservative estimation, like the one used in the proposed methodology, during the impact study of the network.

V. CONCLUSION

A new methodology for estimating spatial distribution of PV potential in urban areas has been presented. The methodology is based on two essential premises: uncertainty of consumers in the purchase of new technology; and the need to obtain information from small subareas of cities.

The results per subarea allow for the calculation of PV potential of the entire city. However, unlike many previous studies that demonstrate the PV potential of large areas (cities, states or countries), this work presents an evaluation by subarea with results that can be shown in tables and thematic maps. This information makes easy the identification of low- and medium-voltage networks that can be damaged (for example, on the voltage profile) by the connection of solar panels.

Subareas with increasing trends in PV potential value deserve special attention, as they may turn into subareas with high potential values in the future, thus requiring more planning and operation studies.

The spatial database of the PV potential, obtained by the proposed methodology, can expedite the work of electrical network planners in terms of decision-making related to the necessary investment for planning and operations of distribution networks.

APPENDIX

The characteristics of the analysis scenarios to determine the initial number of candidate domiciles are presented in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis scenarios</th>
<th>Conservative</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Accelerated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subsidy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop in investment</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two tariff incentive schemes were considered — net metering and feed-in — in each analysis scenario. The tariff incentive values and the cost of residential electricity (in December 2016) are shown in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff scheme and electricity tariff</th>
<th>Net metering</th>
<th>Feed-in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tariff incentive</td>
<td>0.20 US$/kWh</td>
<td>0.40 US$/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price of electricity</td>
<td>0.20 US$/kWh</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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